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Entry 5: “Rebels Riding Into Line of Battle” 
 

“A line was being formed on the little swell of ground in the field, just 300 yards from 

us. …  The absurd idea struck me that they resembled school-boys playing at ‘crack the whip!’  I 

could hardly realize that they were hostile men, intent on taking our lives. For some cause there 

was not much firing at the moment, and their formation was completed without hindrance. 

  “These new-comers were now so close to us, that we could distinguish their clothing. They 

were not in uniform, or anything approaching it. In fact there was a generous sprinkling of the 

blue army overcoats among them. Except for their greater celerity and precision of movement, 

they looked startlingly like our own men.  

  “…  I reloaded, and refrained from firing until the opposing lines should come closer 

together. I was short of ammunition. Only thirteen cartridges were now left in my box. I had 

wasted a number in target practice a few days before. I believed that we were in for a battle for 

the remainder of the day, and I had no ammunition to throw away in long-range firing. A soldier 

is badly handicapped when he has a poor gun; and still more so when he suffers from a lack of 

ammunition.”  

 

 

Reader, Samuel J., “Samuel J. Reader’s Autobiography, Volume 3” (Kansas Historical Society, 

www.kansasmemory.org/item/206900), 92-98 transcription, 42-45 handwritten. 

 

About this source: In 1864 Samuel Reader joined the Second Kansas militia when General Sterling 

Price threatened to invade eastern Kansas with his Confederate troops.  Reader kept a daily diary 

and later wrote an autobiography using entries from his diary. The handwritten autobiography also 

contains illustrations drawn by Reader. A digitized copy of the original autobiography, and a typed 

transcript of it, can be found on the Kansas Historical Society’s website, Kansas Memory 

kansasmemory.org. 
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